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A great deal of scholarly time and energy have been invested in the division of the past into chronological periods. The boundaries of these periods are defined by reference to significant turning points and to emergent and declining social and intellectual forces. Unfortunately, many of these studies lose sight of how artificial, how contrived to special purpose, and how finally arbitrary such chronological periods may be. The conventional triumvirate of ancient, medieval, and modern has been subdivided and recombined into a complex and contradictory array of periods, epochs, ages, and eras, predicated on such factors as political change, intellectual development, geographical boundaries, technological revolution, and institutional transformation—all, of course, seen in ideological and cultural perspective.

Historians of science and technology are in a position to look at the whole question of periodization with a critical eye, since the well-known periods imposed by European political history seem largely irrelevant for many, if not most, of their purposes. Historians of science have made lesser use of periods defined by political considerations than of those defined by intellectual movements, such as the Renaissance, the Scientific Revolution, and the Enlightenment. And even these intellectual periods have been adopted with a degree of reflection and restraint, as when the study of the medieval-to-modern transition gave rise to useful and informative debate. Indeed, it might be said that the discipline first came of age in the critical discussion of the Burckhardtian invention of the Renaissance.

Another milestone in the field, the internalist-externalist split, also has substantial implications for the periodization problem. As noted, in a close look at European science, periods are found that are largely defined by intellectual, or internalist, criteria. Colonial scientific periods, on the other hand, are far more likely to be defined by contextual, or externalist, criteria. Why should this be true: Historical explanations that incorporate an astute balance of internal and external factors might well produce a need for different periodization schemes in both the European center and the colonial periphery. Under the domination of internalist thinking, the belief was widespread that the initial generation of scientific ideas was a process not subject to social conditioning. In a colony, however, ideas were not "generated" but were "imported" or "received" and thus were considered subject to social conditioning. This is truly nonsense. The generation and construction of ideas and the importation and reception of ideas are all processes that occur constantly in all countries.

It is more productive to think of ideas as existing in a process of continuous construction, reconstruction, and transformation, always on the basis of both social and intellectual parameters.
and variables. The concept of reception often implies wholesale and passive transplantation of certain significant ideas, which then displace, or overcome, local, outdated ones. On the other hand, if reception is regarded as a more complex, interactive process, then study of it will involve the selection and interpretation of foreign ideas, whose subsequent redefinition occurs as these exotic threads are mixed into the native intellectual fabric.

The imposition of European intellectual periods onto colonial settings may have an unfortunate influence on the history that is written. How does the use of the scientific revolution, for example, that most sacrosanct internalist period, affect the analysis of colonial scientific development: Principally in one way: by concentrating attention on the question of how quickly, and in what manner, knowledge and ideas were diffused from center to periphery While this is a legitimate question, it is not a balanced focus for the writing of, say, Asian or Latin American history. Even in the face of powerful cultural and economic influences from abroad, the focus of colonial history must be the colony itself. The scientific revolution did not take place in Upper Canada, in New England or New Spain, in Manchester, or even-and we often wonder why not-in China. Intellectualist periodization, based as it is on certain European centers, has engendered neglect of important contextual questions and has also made the study of provincial science itself a second-rate enterprise, no matter what approach is taken.

In the colonial setting, for example, the vital question of modernisation is directly related to what is often seen as a causal connection between scientific revolution and industrial revolution. Because internalist periodization focused this discussion on the European experience-and on the Whiggish notion of modern science coming into being in one place, at one time, for all time-historians of science have had little to say to third world aspirations to modernise, apart from emphasising the importance of emulating Europe or, more to the point, the importance of joining the European scientific enterprise, albeit as inferior partners. The implicit message to the non-European world that science advances in linear progression through predictable stages seems to allow no alternative patterns of development. Thus, description becomes prescription.

While the Scientific Revolution, considered as a chronological period, may have only limited value for the colonial historian, it might be supposed that the period of the Enlightenment, on the other hand, by its very nature and essence, would prove more relevant to the colonial setting. Certainly a great many Latin Americanists have found the Enlightenment helpful in their work. In this essay I shall attempt to show that that sort of periodization is often misleading and, in the hands of some authors, actually procrustean. In spite of a small band of Peraltas, Alzates, and Franklins, the colonial New World exhibits European Enlightenment only in traces and in part.

Moving on to the nineteenth century, it has been suggested that the organisational and professional changes in science which occurred in this period are so important that they deserve to be called the Second Scientific Revolution.1 In my view one scientific revolution is more than enough. Nevertheless, the point is well taken that the traditional periodization framework underemphasized such nineteenth-century developments as professionalisation, specialisation, and institutionalisation, whose significance has been ably demonstrated in recent years by a number of the participants in this conference.

If scholars have made it clear that the institutional revolution of nineteenth-century science is as consequential as the theoretical revolution of seventeenth-century physics, they have also shown that contextual aspects of scientific activity constitute more than a colourful backdrop to
scientific change. For one thing, treating the social and institutional framework of science as problematic—and not fixed or merely "given"—enables a more constructively nationalist approach to the problem of scientific development and modernisation, especially in those former colonial outposts that now constitute both the second and the third worlds.2

In this essay I shall tell a remarkable story of a serious eighteenth century attempt to establish an institutional base for European science in one of those so-called colonial outposts. I shall then consider three possible frameworks, or periodization schemes, that might be applied: the scholasticism-enlightenment model, the three-phase diffusion-of-science model, and the colonial-national model.

---

**Mexican Science before 1867**

The history of Mexico City does not, of course, begin with the arrival of Europeans. At the time of the conquest, which can be arbitrarily dated 1520, the population of Central Mexico was probably as large as that of present-day Australia, around 15 million, and Cook and Borah have estimated it to be as large as 30 million. Within a hundred years the indigenous population had been reduced to a small fraction of that number, but by the time of Alexander von Humboldt's arrival in 1803 the population of the Central region is known to have been around 6 million, at a time when New York, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania together would have totaled less than 3 million. Mexico City was, as it is today, the largest city in all the Americas, North or South, the great majority of its inhabitants either Indian or Mestizo. Racially, culturally, and intellectually, indigenous culture has had a vast influence on modern Mexico— as of course has European culture. Some perspective on the maturity of European civilisation in Mexico can be gained by recalling that, in the year of Humboldt's visit, 1803-4, the University of Mexico was almost exactly twice as old as the University of Melbourne is today. The University of Mexico was founded nearly a century before Harvard.

For two hundred years in the colony of New Spain science was leisurely, aristocratic and eclectic: the serious concern of a few isolated scholars located at the University, in the colegios, and in the monasteries.3 First indications of the penetration of modern European science appeared in the eighteenth century in these institutions, where science served principally as a subject for rational discourse rather than empirical investigation.4

Then, shortly before the end of the eighteenth century and thirty years before political independence was achieved, a period of greatly heightened scientific activity got under way, marked by the formation of a small but lively scientific community and the earliest stages of scientific professionalisation. In institutional terms, I am referring to the appearance of the Gazeta de Literatura, edited by Jose Antonio Alzate, in January, 1788, to the founding of the Botanical Garden and its course of lectures in May 1788, and, above all, to the opening of the School of Mines on January 1st, 1792.5 The focus in this paper will be on the School of Mines.

In curriculum, faculty, and organisation, the Mexican School of Mines represented a greater departure from Latin American educational tradition than did l'Ecole Polytechnique from European tradition. But not only that, the Mexican School of Mines, founded in 1792, included
most of the pedagogical innovations introduced in Paris two years later.

To be sure, the Mexican reforms were less comprehensive, less influential in history, and probably less consciously revolutionary; yet many of the educational innovations for which l'Ecole is often given credit were in place in Mexico before the Parisian school opened its doors. Furthermore, it appears that principally German and Swedish, not French, technical schools were studied by the Mexican educators. This may seem surprising in the light of Mexico's general intellectual orientation to France.

Without any doubt Alexander von Humboldt was right to suggest in 1804 that Mexico City was a scientific centre to compare favourably with Philadelphia or Boston. Not only did the organisational plan of the School of Mines parallel that of the best technical schools in Europe, to my knowledge no other school anywhere in the Americas offered a wider range of scientific subjects: mathematics, including calculus; theoretical chemistry combined with practical laboratory work (quantitative and qualitative analysis); experimental physics, including mechanics, electricity, optics, and astronomy, in addition to hydrostatics and hydrodynamics; and of course mineralogy, palaeontology, and geology. The latest scientific discoveries, moreover, were being incorporated into the undergraduate curriculum with very little delay. At the commencement ceremonies of 1797, for example, two ranking seniors addressed themselves to the general principles of chemistry; treating these issues "according to the new theory of Senor Lavoisier, adopted by the principal chemists of the day.9 The students had learned Lavoisier's principles from his Traite elementaire in a Spanish translation made expressly for use at the Mexican School of Mines and published within eight years of the original French edition.

All lectures and textbooks at the mining school were in Spanish, unlike those at the University and colegios, where lectures were given in Latin. A course in Spanish grammar was part of the first year of study, and French was also taught, though irregularly. The school charged no tuition fees and maintained an exceptionally large number of scholarship students. At all times the majority of degree candidates were receiving full scholarships. Thus, financial support to students, coupled with the gradual relaxation of caste restrictions on admission, promised that greater use of human manpower resources would be made.

From the time of its founding the mining school was almost entirely secularised. Admission was based on previous training and on competitive examinations, with consideration given to geographic distribution across the country. Teaching and research were brought together, as indeed were theoretical and practical concerns. After 1801 advanced students were used as teaching assistants (ayudantes de clases) with the responsibility of assisting professors, both in laboratory exercises and in actual research.

During the early years money was available in some abundance. Mineralogical collections, demonstration equipment, scientific apparatus, and books were being purchased locally and in Europe. I. B. Cohen has noted that the school's instrument collection "greatly resembled that of Harvard in both its scope and the nature of the instruments. Furthermore, great pains were taken to assemble an outstanding faculty. The first professorships at the school were filled by men educated in Europe, but as vacancies developed native talent was put to use.

Thus, the School of Mines-and to a lesser extent the Botanical Garden-financed by government and industry, provided jobs, facilities and tools, professional training, intellectual stimulation,
channels of communication to Europe and within Mexico, popular prestige, and the beginnings of professional authority for the fledgling scientific community.

In spite of such achievements and bright prospects, these institutions never fulfilled their potential. In 1811, at the start of the war for independence, they fell into a decline from which they did not begin to recover for fifty years. The extent of this abruptly downward plunge may be demonstrated by comparing the absolute number of teachers, students, and journals of science during the twenty-year period of activity with the same figures taken from the years of decline that accompanied and followed the war of independence.

In 1795 perhaps a dozen men earned their living in scientific occupations of teaching, research, or journalism; thirty years later it is not certain that even one received a regular salary for his scientific work alone. Between 1788 and 1795 had been published the Gazeta de Literatura, a journal containing both popular and technical science; yet the Gazeta was not equalled in quality until 1832, or in regularity of publication until the 1850's. Furthermore, during the period between 1788 and 1811 well over a hundred persons received extended professional scientific training in Mexico City—a number that includes only graduates of the School of Mines and the Botanical Garden—whereas during the first years of the republic science courses, when offered, were ill attended.

Why did this happen? Why should Mexican scientific progress suddenly cease altogether for several generations after the war for independence? Great cultural advancement is not ordinarily expected in a small, economically exploited poverty-stricken, war-torn country during its first years of independence. Nevertheless, the seemingly complete break in the continuity of scientific institutions established in reasonably auspicious circumstances needs further analysis.

It might at first be supposed that these institutions were simply a premature attempt by Europeans to give Mexico science, that the institutions were a purely European activity imposed on a primitive Mexican landscape. The reality is far more complex. After all, in the founding of the schools, Mexicans were intimately involved in all aspects of institutional planning and finance. Although in the beginning the schools were staffed by European settlers in Mexico, as early as 1805 the majority of the science professors were Mexican born and Mexican-educated. These young Mexican teachers had been trained at the School of Mines. Furthermore, the numerous attempts recorded in the annals of Mexican legislation to revitalise the scientific schools throughout the nineteenth century indicate that their decay was not indicative of a lack of Mexican concern.

The first and most important reason for this decline was economic. Industrialisation and capitalisation were almost entirely lacking in the Mexican economy; a number of governments were overthrown because of bankruptcy. Production in the mines was at an all-time low. Mexico was an economically exploited country, held in feudalism by the depredations, first of the Spanish, then of the British, and finally of the United States.

Another explanation for the decline of scientific institutions is the pattern of severe civil disorder and social upheaval that prevailed throughout the first half of the century. War is not necessarily destructive of institutions. In modern times war and the threat of war have marched hand in hand with scientific and technological advance. Schools and research centers are sometimes mobilised into feverish activity in support of the military effort. On the other hand, violent class warfare
accompanied by sustained economic instability and political chaos may have quite another effect. In Mexico nearly fifty years of class warfare, revolution, corruption, foreign exploitation, and military invasion devastated the country's economic and cultural institutions. Apart from bringing financial ruin, the civil disorders took a certain toll in the lives of men with scientific training. Several of the most promising graduates of the School of Mines were killed in the war with Spain, and scientific personnel were not spared in the decades of civil war that followed. Considering the economic and political circumstances of the first half of the nineteenth century, it is surprising to find scientific establishments surviving at all.

An upturn in science finally came around 1870. By the end of the century Mexico was in the iron grip of the dictator Porfirio Diaz and for a time under the control of a group of men whose allegiance to Compte and Spencer led them to be called "los científicos."

A General Framework for Colonial Science

The foregoing pages provide a simplified chronological account of a brief episode in the scientific history of one country. In recent years, many such historical cases, representing great cultural diversity, have begun to emerge far from the European centers of scientific activity. If these cases, taken together and taken separately, are to be understood, the attempt must be made to formulate a general developmental model or comparative periodization scheme that will accord with accepted theoretical perspective's.

Of course, the division of Mexican history into discrete periods useful to the historian of science and technology is not a simple matter of discerning a factual or necessary pattern of development and giving names to successive stages of that development. The validity of the periods chosen will depend on the sorts of question historians wish to pursue. If, for example, they hope to facilitate cross-cultural comparisons or to explicate the diffusion and reception of European ideas, they should either stay with European periodization or else attempt to find a general model for colonial development. If on the other hand their aim is to see a science that is distinctively Mexican or to understand Mexico on its own terms, then historical analysis might be better served by a strictly contextual periodization scheme. In either case, finding a useful historical framework for colonial science is a problem shared by all those who study Australia, the United States, French and English Canada, or Latin America, and even by those who study colonial influences in the great cultures of Asia.

In sum, valid reasons for constructing a general analytical framework include the following closely related aims: one, to facilitate cross-cultural comparison of the many and varied social and intellectual environments in which "modern science" has come into being; two, to help understand the processes by which institutional accommodation has enabled modern science to prosper or has allowed it to fail; three, to clarify the nature of modern science itself - is it unitary and invariant or is it multifold and culturally derived; four, to identify the contribution to human intellectual advancement of particular cultural traditions; five, to understand the process of diffusion of ideas from one cultural setting to another.

In the remainder of this essay I shall explore three possible analytical schemes as they are related to the Mexican case and shall conclude with some general observations.
The Scholasticism Enlightenment Model

The European periodization scheme most widely applied to Latin American history—Scholasticism-Enlightenment—was elaborated primarily to discredit the old belief that the Spanish Empire remained isolated from the Enlightenment in Europe. Evidence was produced to document a revolutionary intellectual ferment that reached its high point in the reign of the Spanish King Charles III (1757-88). The scholarly task of assessing the influence of Enlightenment thought on Latin America was one undertaken by a whole generation of historians, and their work has enriched our understanding—indeed transformed our perspective—of the intellectual history of that southern continent. They have convinced us that even in the far reaches of the Spanish colonial empire, literate individuals who cared to read were aware of the intellectual transformations occurring in Europe. Indeed, many intellectuals showed themselves to be well versed in the writings of French philosophers, and many cultural institutions in the New World were unquestionable products of European Enlightenment. Yet it is still open to question whether the Enlightenment is an appropriate explanatory device for any period of any country in the Americas.

Those historians who advocate the importance of the Enlightenment in Latin America rest their case heavily on the widespread dissemination of European books.

The full force of what is commonly referred to as "the French Enlightenment" reached a zenith in Mexico at the end of the eighteenth century. Evidence is voluminous. In 1795: no less than three sets of the Encyclopédie were revealed at one time to the Holy Tribunal, all owned by prominent criollos.

In these accounts much significance is attached to the discovery of private libraries, the size and quality of which would have been admired even in Paris.

Without doubt, the extensive book trade in various Latin America countries belies the solemn reputation of the Index as a great obstacle to the transmission of ideas. The Index was ineffective for several reasons. Often the primary impact of a book preceded its formal prohibition. Frequently, detailed discussions of proscribed writings were readily available. Father Fejoo's popular discussions of Cartesianism, for example, were highly influential. The bureaucratic inefficiency of the Inquisition, moreover, has been well documented by historians. In spite of intensified Holy Office censorship of French writings after the storming of the Bastille, knowledge of French authors was widespread among intellectuals in the capital, as Humboldt pointed out. Although the "liberal" Viceroy Revillagigedo expressed confidence in the careful measures he had taken to prevent the discussion of French political ideas, he made no such attempt to discourage French scientific writings.

The majority of foreign scientific works found in the scholarly libraries of New Spain were French and English, sometimes in translation, sometimes in the original editions. Members of the scientific community, with only a few exceptions, could read French. Jose Antonio Alzate, who in 1771 was named corresponding member of the French Academy of Sciences, demonstrated in his Gazeta de Literatura an acquaintance with English and German scientific work, in addition to French. Jose Mariano Mocino began his study of European science by concentrating on the scientific writings of France and only later went on to those of England.
This seems to have been a typical progression in the scientific self-education of those Mexican scholars before the founding of the scientific schools.31

A second type of evidence used to demonstrate the penetration of the Enlightenment involves detailed analysis of the lives and the works of certain Latin American thinkers whose cardinal intellectual commitments were European and enlightened. No better examples of this need be cited than the personnel of the new scientific schools who formed a community of scholars with a set of common loyalties quite unlike any previously seen in Mexico or anywhere in Latin America. The community was composed of several dozen men in a population of perhaps 6 million. They were optimistic in the face of occasional hostility and continual financial distress. They were progressive in the most tradition-bound culture of the West. Their intellectual orientation was French in a land where the word European was almost synonymous with Spanish.32 Their familiarity with contemporary European thought cannot be doubted.

Finally, one of the strongest arguments for the influence of the Enlightenment is the School of Mines itself: boldly secular, fully committed to the need for experimental investigation, and wholly devoted to the promotion of useful knowledge.

These considerations are convincing evidence that Latin America was, at that time, no replica of medieval Europe; in an attempt to set straight this record, however, some historians have devoted themselves to searching out Enlightenment hues in the richly complex mosaic of Latin American history.33 In this they have corrected one imbalance, but they have created another. To claim that the "Enlightenment in Spanish America, as in Europe, supplanted scholastic speculation by experimental investigation" is to misconstrue the evidence at hand seriously.34 The statement that the Enlightenment "was well underway in America a half century before the wars of independence broke out" must be carefully qualified if misunderstanding is to be avoided.35

In some of these historical studies, a tone of hyperbole, an almost defensive posture, can be sensed. This tone can perhaps be explained by the writers' awareness that, after all is said and done, the Latin American colonies were not notable exemplars of Enlightenment society. Mexico produced as few liberated philosophers as it did noble savages—which is to say, the Enlightenment was no more true than was the Black Legend. Among the tiny minority of Mexicans who cultivated book learning, many were aware of what was being said in Europe, but only a handful fully identified with the new philosophy. Indeed, the attitudes that characterise Enlightenment thought were scarcely relevant to the political and economic realities that prevailed in Mexico at the time. Finally, these interpretations usually do not take indigenous cultural influences into account at all, a grievous deficiency in any examination of the history of Mexican thought.

It is now generally acknowledged that political aspects of the Enlightenment lagged behind scientific aspects. Analysis of the revolution against Spain demonstrates the weakness, not the strength, of native agents of the Enlightenment. 3’ Independence came to Mexico in 1821, only after ten years of civil war and a generation of political intrigue operating in a maze of ill-defined cross-purposes. At this time the liberals were virtually powerless before the forces of reaction—the clergy, the military, and the propertied classes—who were the real mainstay of the revolution against Spain. Frightened of the prospect of social change instigated by the enlightened Spanish regime of 1820, Mexican reactionaries joined with Mexican liberals to bring about the existence of a separate Mexican nation. But Mexico had no bourgeoisie; Mexican liberals had no political or
economic base of support and no authoritative leadership until the coming of Benito Juarez thirty-six years after the war of independence.

In vivid contrast to the United States, which after 1776 was much freer of feudal institutions than either Great Britain or France, Mexico in the nineteenth century had military and clerical establishments as firmly entrenched as those of France and centralist and elitist factions as strong as those of England. Following the failure of the liberal thrust to power in 1833, under which major reforms were attempted by Vice President Gomez Farias, liberal sentiment grew steadily throughout the country, with the mestizos developing as an opposition force to the creole aristocrats. Finally after 1840, especially after the war with the United States, the conservative coalition began to weaken, leading up to the Reform of 1857 and eventually to the first noteworthy support of cultural and scientific institutions since the Spanish Viceroy Bucareli and Revillagigedo.

This lack of any political or economic foundation for liberal thought before Juarez has led Latin American historians to emphasize scientific, rather than political, aspects of the Enlightenment, especially with regard to "useful knowledge." It is true that "useful knowledge" was often offered up by politically conservative groups for the purpose of strengthening the viability of the old regime. Indeed, it is precisely because of the many traces of scientific Enlightenment coupled with the absence of enduring commitment to scientific reform that it is finally necessary to conclude that the term Enlightenment is not entirely appropriate for this period.

Scientific periodicals were short-lived and of no fixed periodicity. Some Mexicans did possess extensive collections of scientific treatises, but needless to say, the presence of scientific books in a private library does not always indicate scientific sophistication on the part of the owner. In any case, the best of the Mexican scientists would surely have made a more substantial contribution to European science had they lived in an environment that authentically reflected Enlightenment ideals.

The point here is not to belittle the efforts of those hardworking gentlemen who identified progress with the importation of European science, but rather to highlight the difficulties that they faced. These same difficulties also plague any historian who describes this period as "the Enlightenment." Transplanting intellectual periods holus-bolus from one continent to another, and from one century to another, doesn't really work.

The complexities of Latin American culture defy the attempt to apply such fundamentally European concepts as the Enlightenment. The shoe doesn't fit.

Some historians seem to consider the Enlightenment a sort of moral standard against which the intellectual progress of any eighteenth-century country or even a nineteenth-century country can be measured. In my own work the question whether a Mexican Enlightenment took place has not seemed so important as have questions about the ends that such European ideas have been made to serve.

The Diffusion Phase Model
Clearly, individual ideas and sets of ideas do make their way around the world. Are patterns to be found in this "diffusion" process that provide a framework for understanding colonial science? A framework that will expedite the comparative analysis of science in different colonial contexts: Fifteen years ago George Basalla proposed such a model, which he felt was valid for describing the introduction of Western science into nonscientific countries, specifically, "Eastern Europe, North and South America, India, Australia, China, Japan and Africa.\(^3\) While the model received mixed reviews on publication, during the last five years it has been uncritically applied in a number of studies. The model describes three overlapping stages. In chronological sequence these stages are phase one, in which the nonscientific society provides a source for European science through the medium of the scientific expedition; phase two, in which the colonial science begins to develop but is still "based primarily upon institutions and traditions of a nation with an established scientific culture"; and phase three, in which an independent and national science is established in the former colony.

Although the model purports to consider "the introduction of modern science into any non-European nation," during phase one scientific information is transmitted only in the opposite direction-from the New World back to Europe. Therefore phase one is utterly irrelevant to the diffusion vector that Basalla hopes to explain. Certainly the Mexican experience provides little justification for considering European expeditions as the first stage of its scientific growth or even as a separate phase at all.\(^4\)

European scientists did travel to Latin America during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, but, as Basalla notes, the effect of these expeditions was limited almost entirely to Europe. No evidence has been produced to show that they had more than a negligible effect on the stimulation of scientific growth in the New World, and they therefore cannot be considered the first phase of that growth. During the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries scientific expeditions did begin to function in a limited manner to encourage local scientific activity. Carlos Siguenza y Gongora, for example, born in Mexico City in 1645, one of Mexico's first scientists of talent, established an international reputation by meeting all the distinguished scholars who came to Mexico, often corresponding with them after their departure.\(^4\) Later, during the first half of the eighteenth century, European expeditions to Latin America-especially that of La Condamine-brought about the election of seven Latin American scientists to the French Academy of Sciences.\(^4\)

Not until late in the eighteenth century did expeditions help the "spread of western science" by fostering the foundations of New World institutions. In Mexico, the Botanical Garden was established in 1788 by the Royal Botanical Expedition, and the School of Mines (1792) was part of a larger project, sponsored by Charles III of Spain, which included a mission of German mining experts.\(^4\) Other Spanish expeditions functioned, in the same way and at the same time, to foster scientific growth elsewhere in Latin America.\(^4\) During the nineteenth and even during the twentieth century, scientific expeditions and travellers continued to encourage scientific activity, though in a less substantial manner than in the late eighteenth century.\(^4\) Thus, scientific explorations and expeditions, the signal for Basalla's phase one, have influenced the growth of Mexican science in all periods of its history except the earliest.

In Mexico, the first phase of Basalla's model best describes the last two decades of the eighteenth century, precisely the years of the founding of the first Mexican scientific institutions-the hallmark of his phase two. Furthermore, this same period, 1788-1811, also seems to mark the
transition to national science, or to phase three.

Thus, in Mexico, the three phases of the Basalla model are seen to be so much intermingled as to be of little value in analysing scientific growth. Other problems with the model remain. Natural science, for instance, does not completely dominate the "colonial" period in Mexico. The studies of early Mexican scientists, like those of seventeenth-century Europeans, tended to be eclectic, showing lively interest in astronomy, mathematics, engineering, and botany. The tendency for colonial scientists to favour the natural sciences over the experimental is to some extent a reflection of similar European predispositions during much of the eighteenth century. Since the Western Hemisphere was, in a sense, the world's laboratory for natural sciences, the scientists living in its midst might be expected to confine themselves almost exclusively to problems of taxonomy and natural description. As a matter of fact they did no such thing. Early Mexican scientists drained swamps and observed astronomical phenomena with as great enthusiasm as they named new plants. By the time the founding of the School of Mines was under way, the focus became social utility, whether in the natural or the physical sciences.

The diffusion-phase model makes dubious assumptions about the nature of science, history, and culture. It is a strictly linear analysis of extremely varied and complex cultural and scientific matrixes. Science is everywhere the same, an unproblematic given, a positivist conception that fails to make accurate distinctions among sciences and technologies. The model is presumed to have universal application, relating similarly to cultures as varied as Mexico and India, Australia and Japan, Africa and Quebec. The model is blind to time, with the same phase occurring hundreds of years apart in different locations. The so-called phases of the model make sense only when seen as interactive processes, not separate periods, as reflexive patterns, not chronological stages.

Finally, on close examination Basalla's diffusion model is found to be simply a special case of the colonial-national model. Phases one and two are clearly seen as stages of colonial development, which overlap with phase three, denoted by increasing national independence.

**The Colonial-National Model**

The conventional periodization of Latin American political history is, for the most part, unrelated to the history of science in those countries. These divisions were drawn by political historians with exclusive regard to political hegemony; thus we are told that the indigenous period ends in 1492, while the colonial phase lasts until the inauguration of the national period in 1824. Since the only two transition points in this model are the making and breaking of Spanish power in the New World, it is not surprising that the periods defined correspond reasonably well to European history and are roughly applicable to all Spanish American countries. Although such simplistic periodising provides mnemonic aid to students of political development, it may actually obscure the analysis of social, economic, and intellectual history. If the concept of colonialism is considered to include economic criteria as well as political, for example, it becomes necessary to extend the colonial period into the twentieth century, or at least until late in the nineteenth, when the forces of nationalism began to develop.46 In other words, colonialism is peculiar to no one historical period but has been a dominant force in Latin America since the consolidation of
Spanish power in the sixteenth century. Furthermore, the majority of terms that have been employed to designate narrowly defined periods—Spanish, colonial, patrimonial, national, independent—have been vaguely and inconsistently applied.

If the historical perspective is broadened so as to include the periods of colonial science histories in other parts of the world, the terms Federalist, Republican, Jeffersonian, Age of Jackson, Banksian, Baconian, emergent, antebellum, and so on are encountered.

Needless to say, cross-cultural comparisons of diverse provincial traditions are made more difficult by such a bewildering array of periods. In other words, without a more general framework, we sink into a sea of local histories.

It was suggested earlier that distinguishing colonial and national periods of a scientific tradition is often of doubtful validity. Not only is there usually a considerable overlap between the supposedly colonial institution and the supposedly national institution, but also colonial science is seldom in any significant sense transformed into national science. (The United States, the Soviet Union, and Japan are exceptions that show how it is done.) Today, European and American journals are the world repositories of scientific information, no less than were the museums of Europe during the eighteenth century. Colonial science remains colonial even in politically independent nations.

Colonial institutions remain on the periphery of international science, which is often focused on problems of great interest to the dominant scientific powers but of much less interest to economically developing countries. The relations of center to periphery are those of status and access, of power and control. Even when internationally recognised institutions emerge in a geographically provincial setting, they usually remain subject to most of the restraints imposed by their peripheral location, and they certainly remain Eurocentric in orientation, at least in the absence of an effective wedding of the production of knowledge with the production of goods and services in the peripheral country.

This Eurocentric orientation in fact becomes vitally important in the examination of certain questions concerning the uses of science in the colonial setting. It may even be important for the understanding of scientific developments in the center. Is it possible, for example, that the history of continental drift theory would have developed very differently had not much of the supporting evidence been located in the periphery and supporters of the theory dispersed in such places as Tasmania and Canada: On the other hand, when internationally recognised scientific institutions appear in a former colony, they may be said to illustrate the growing ability of the center to appropriate knowledge as well as primary resources and staple commodities from the economically dependent nation.

A colonial scientific institution becomes national not just when it is financed by the national treasury and staffed by its own citizens, but rather when it is economically and politically integrated into the national interest. The United States, the Soviet Union, and Japan may be cases in point. Most Latin American countries are not.

It might be suggested that the Mexican scientific schools of the eighteenth century simply provide a contrast between two varieties of Spanish colonialism: the university symbolising Hapsburg rule and the School of Mines symbolising the "enlightened" Bourbon approach.
intellectual, economic, and sociostructural foundations of the scientific institutions, however, complicate the case.

Never a purely colonial establishment, the School of Mines drew not upon the Spanish scientific tradition, but rather upon educational precedents in northern Europe. This fact, combined with substantial Mexican contributions, both financial and intellectual, produced an institutional order more closely aligned with the later national models than with the medievalism of the original Spanish institutions. And yet even in a country as steadfastly independent as modern Mexico, scientific institutions are often marginal in the setting of the Mexican political economy. Such institutions may be said to serve as colonial outposts for dominant American and European interests.

Conclusion

In summary, the three models considered have several common characteristics that severely limit their explanatory power. First, they are Eurocentric in conception. While to some degree inevitable, this has the effect of minimising local contributions, trivialising distinctive aspects of local development, and focusing the discussion entirely on science and technology to the neglect of other social values and cultural products. Furthermore, science itself is seen as inevitably and monolithically European in format, a dubious assumption, especially for the long run.

Second, the models are all chronologically linear and progressive; that is, they pass through a series of stages which move not only from then to now, but also from darkness to light, from error to fact, from poverty to wealth, from wrong to right. Such naive assumptions ignore modern understandings of the nature of science and the nature of culture, which are both complex and interactive matrixes, not one-dimensional unidirectional strands. In short, the models use positivist theories of science and imperialist theories of development.

Third, the models pretend to be universal in their applicability. This feature seems highly desirable, if it can be achieved. Not surprisingly, pressure for universality often stems from social and economic aspirations in the former colonies. What does the third world want from case studies of scientific development? A guide to modernisation. Why do they seek to modernise? Put in the simplest terms, they seek greater wealth-or higher standards of living and they seek positions of greater power and independence in the world, but not at the cost of cultural integrity.

Historians of science and technology wishing to serve such aspirations must attempt to understand the development of scientific and technological institutions in a rich diversity of cultural settings. They must seek neither to force this diversity into a single acultural mode or to deny the possibility of patterns of regularity.

It is still too early to delineate the fine structure of such patterns of regularity. But it is clear that a satisfactory approach to the problem must derive from, and successfully account for, a multitude of case studies, most of which remain undone. Such an approach will highlight whatever natural groupings and patterns emerge in these case studies and will also include consideration and disposition of the differences that emerge from diverse cultures, diverse geographic locales, and
diverse economic structures. Cultures will be seen as interactive, not merely receptive. Science and technology will be seen as a complex of ideas and processes, not just staged development.

Thus, the final significance of the Mexican case considered here must await detailed research in other colonial settings. Mexico, may after all, appear to be atypical and unique; or it may manifest a pattern most common in the Spanish New World; or it may represent one in a series of possible patterns of cultural and economic response to the explosion of ideas and developments that is often called Western science.

Even in its current limited form, the Mexican case reveals that any account of colonial science which sees the generation of scientific culture purely as the delayed importation of European institutions and ideas-or which sees it as an earlier, more primitive form of what was later to turn into European science-cannot be presumed to hold any general validity because it fails to accord specifically with what is already known about Mexico.
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The legitimacy of colonialism has been a longstanding concern for political and moral philosophers in the Western tradition. At least since the Crusades and the conquest of the Americas, political theorists have struggled with the difficulty of reconciling ideas about justice and natural law with the practice of European sovereignty over non-Western peoples. In the nineteenth century, the tension between liberal thought and colonial practice became particularly acute, as dominion of Europe over the rest of the world reached its zenith. Ironically, in the same period when most political philos